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My Glimpse of Logan Park
Chester Weaver

Recently Lavern had presented a Streetlight Christian Ministries
report in a Sunday morning devotional at our church (no pictures). Our church was impacted by his presentation, being in a community context so different from Sacramento. The report broadened
our horizons.
When Barbara and I spent time in Sacramento during our daughter
Violet’s heart surgery recuperation, I decided I wanted to see firsthand what happens with this ministry. When I called Lavern, the day
was perfect being that he was off work, needing to purchase fruit for
the ministry. He allowed me to accompany him for an entire day’s
activities.
First, we purchased fruit at stores running promotions on grapes,
cherries, and apples. The largest purchase was six eighteen pound
boxes of red grapes, over one hundred pounds total.
We took the fruit home where I had the privilege of removing
over half the grapes from their stems for freezing.
Then Lavern took me on a tour of the apartment complex including the garden project he is working with. He noted that about 2000
people live in this complex alone, mostly African American or
Hispanic. Many similar apartment complexes dot the city. Almost all
of these people live in non-nuclear family units, the father usually
missing. He also noted that the residents tend to be suspicious of men,
regarding men as abusers. Thus Lavern himself must prove to the
residents that he is a helper, not an abuser.
By 3:00 PM we were ready for the children to arrive for their after
-school fruit snack. I sat off to the side on a neighbor’s steps to watch
what would happen. I simply wanted to be an objective observer.
By 3:30 PM the first children began to arrive. The first thing the
child does is ring the doorbell, signaling his presence. Lavern or
Rosanna respond to the ring by appearing in the patio behind the high
wall, calling the child by name, and telling the child what fruit is available. Sometimes they ask for a cup of water. Frozen banana on a popsicle seems to be a favorite. Bags of cherries or apple slices also disappeared.
I wandered over to the Activities Center to watch how school
homework happens. As an educator it did not take me long to note the
low academic level prevalent among these children. Evidently these
children possess little self-discipline, little ability to concentrate, few
expectations and thus low academic achievement. Lavern noted that
the schools offer breakfast as well as after-school activities, making
the parents happy. Few seem to care about their own children’s education or training. Most adults seem very self-centered, leaving training
to the omnipresent school. Lavern and Rosanna care but how much
can they do beyond show some sort of interest? The children who
arrived for after school snacks seemed to respect Lavern and Rosanna.
I wandered back and forth between Lavern’s apartment and the
Homework Center, watching developments until about 4:30 PM. Then
I went inside to visit with Lavern and Rosanna, thinking about what
more can be done. Kid’s Club has provided an extension for their interests beyond the fruit snacks. But what of the long-term future?
On my way home I noted that children were walking around with

styrofoam trays containing cake. As I passed the Homework Center I
noted that two individuals were providing free cake to anyone who
would come for it.
The overarching feeling I received was that the apartment complex residents in general live without hope. They exist from day to
day with plenty of food, clothing, and shelter. But that is about
it. Minds empty, souls empty, lives empty. And everyone is content! People seem to be detached from their real selves. How can the
Kingdom of Christ be built in such an environment?
Apartment neighbors who would attend church services would be
handicapped by little sense of personal need. No one comes to repentance without a strong sense of personal sin and these people seem to
have little sense of personal sin. They know the Name of Christ but
He means little. They know what church is but church means little. Lavern told me a story of a church who awarded church membership to anyone, adult or child, who attended that church consistently
for two years. Don’t worry about sin!
The Logan Park Apartment Complex appears beautiful to the
eye. Slum conditions do not exist. The residents seem normal in
many ways. This scenario is repeated all over Sacramento in the various apartment complexes. For that matter it is repeated across the
nation.
The question for us is How does God expect us to relate to this
situation? Obviously, we must move beyond initial relationships. Lavern and Rosanna already have a foundation of relationships
in place. How should they move to the next level? Their own growing family may not be jeopardized. What exactly is the next level? More help to do more? More money to do more?
I do not have all those answers. I did tell Lavern that the answers
will become obvious as they move into the future. This is not the first
time this kind of situation has arisen. He will need to move in response to how God opens and closes doors in his situation. Sometimes
we must simply adjust ourselves to how God is leading, regardless of
how we feel about the situation.
The needs out there are overwhelming. I must engage in the immediate context in which God has placed me. He will decide the increase.
May God gives us all wisdom to know how best to cooperate with
Him in how He is building His Kingdom in the world.
(Chester Weaver is a long time school teacher who currently lives near
Goshen, IN.)

Sweet Saturday
Rhoda Eshbach

It’s Saturday, and it’s a Sweaty, Sweltering One, for
sure!
When Rosanna reminded me that ice cream was on the
agenda as the craft project today, I thought to myself,
“What a perfect day for this!”
We started the project off with carting ice bags,
blankets, and tables to the tennis court by the garden. The ice began to melt as we sat down for the
story that Lavern always tells to the class from
the Bible. This week, it was a little hard for the
children to settle down and realize that the story
comes before the snack! But they tried to watch
as Lavern told about Jacob using a stone for a
pillow, and how God took care of him.
A few songs later, we began filling half gallon
zip-lock bags with ice, and a scoop of salt. On the
other side of the table, Rosanna was measuring
cream into a small zip-lock bag. Jyvonne and I
added a bit of sugar, and vanilla; voila`, we were ready to
get to work, and freeze that into ice cream. After doublechecking to make sure the bags were securely zipped, we
got to shaking. Shake, shake! Basically until your arms
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ache, or 7 minutes pass, whichever comes first.
Obviously, after all that exercise, the cold quality of ice
cream sounded like a wonderful attribute. We opened the
bags for the children, poured, scooped, or squeezed the
wonderful stuff into bowls, and looked for toppings. The
choices were strawberries, chocolate or caramel
sauce, and sprinkles.
Even adults were walking into the tennis court
on Saturday. “This is good,” they said as they
scooped ice cream up. “Thank-you!”
The ice was basically turning to water by now,
but we didn’t mind. We were happy, because they
were happy, and that made our Saturday sweet.
Our goals are deeper than the fun, sweet, happy
times, though. Please pray that the moments we
get with these children every week, would spark
something in their hearts that won’t die, until they
find the Light of Jesus. That would be cause for rejoicing
in Heaven!

Prayer & Praise
after

—Pray for our neighbors, Bo and
Christina. They are a young couple who
are struggling in their marriage
—Pray that the children would have a
safe and profitable summer.
—Pray that God would especially work
in the lives of the teenagers in Logan
Park, so that they would be spared the
grief of bad choices.
—Praise for consistent help and fewer
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